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ABSTRACTPublishing data for analysis from a table ontaining personalreords, while maintaining individual privay, is a problemof inreasing importane today. The traditional approah ofde-identifying reords is to remove identifying �elds suh assoial seurity number, name et. However, reent researhhas shown that a large fration of the US population an beidenti�ed using non-key attributes (alled quasi-identi�ers)suh as date of birth, gender, and zip ode [15℄. Sweeney [16℄proposed the k-anonymity model for privay where non-keyattributes that leak information are suppressed or general-ized so that, for every reord in the modi�ed table, there areat least k�1 other reords having exatly the same values forquasi-identi�ers. We propose a new method for anonymiz-ing data reords, where quasi-identi�ers of data reords are�rst lustered and then luster enters are published. Toensure privay of the data reords, we impose the onstraint1This work was done when the authors were Computer Si-ene PhD students at Stanford University.2Supported in part by NSF Grant ITR-0331640. Thiswork was also supported in part by TRUST (The Teamfor Researh in Ubiquitous Seure Tehnology), whih re-eives support from the National Siene Foundation (NSFaward number CCF-0424422) and the following organiza-tions: Ciso, ESCHER, HP, IBM, Intel, Mirosoft, ORNL,Qualomm, Pirelli, Sun and Symante.3Supported by NSF Award CCF-0430650.4Supported in part by Stanford Graduate Fellowship.
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that eah luster must ontain no fewer than a pre-spei�ednumber of data reords. This tehnique is more generalsine we have a muh larger hoie for luster enters thank-Anonymity. In many ases, it lets us release a lot moreinformation without ompromising privay. We also pro-vide onstant-fator approximation algorithms to ome upwith suh a lustering. This is the �rst set of algorithms forthe anonymization problem where the performane is inde-pendent of the anonymity parameter k. We further observethat a few outlier points an signi�antly inrease the ost ofanonymization. Hene, we extend our algorithms to allowan � fration of points to remain unlustered, i.e., deletedfrom the anonymized publiation. Thus, by not releasing asmall fration of the database reords, we an ensure thatthe data published for analysis has less distortion and heneis more useful. Our approximation algorithms for new lus-tering objetives are of independent interest and ould beappliable in other lustering senarios as well.
Categories and Subject DescriptorsH.2.8 [Database Appliations℄: Data mining;H.3.3 [Information Searh and Retrieval℄: Clustering
General TermsAlgorithms
KeywordsPrivay, Anonymity, Clustering, Approximation Algorithms
1. INTRODUCTIONWith the rapid growth in database, networking, and om-puting tehnologies, a large amount of personal data an beintegrated and analyzed digitally, leading to an inreaseduse of data-mining tools to infer trends and patterns. Thishas raised universal onerns about proteting the privayof individuals [17℄.



Age Loation Disease� � Flu� + 2 � FluÆ  + 3 HypertensionÆ  FluÆ  -3 Cold(a) Original table
Age Loation NumPoints Disease� +1 � 2 FluFluHypertensionÆ  3 FluCold() 2-gather lustering, with maximum radius 3Age Loation Disease* � Flu* � FluÆ * HypertensionÆ * FluÆ * Cold(b) 2-anonymized version
Age Loation NumPoints Radius Disease� +1 � 2 1 FluFluHypertensionÆ  3 3 FluCold(d) 2-ellular lustering, with total ost 11Figure 1: Original table and three di�erent ways of ahieving anonymityCombining data tables from multiple data soures allowsus to draw inferenes whih are not possible from a singlesoure. For example, ombining patient data from multiplehospitals is useful to predit the outbreak of an epidemi.The traditional approah of releasing the data tables with-out breahing the privay of individuals in the table is tode-identify reords by removing the identifying �elds suh asname, address, and soial seurity number. However, join-ing this de-identi�ed table with a publily available database(like the voters database) on olumns like rae, age, andzip ode an be used to identify individuals. Reent re-searh [15℄ has shown that for 87% of the population in theUnited States, the ombination of non-key �elds like date ofbirth, gender, and zip ode orresponds to a unique person.Suh non-key �elds are alled quasi-identi�ers. In what fol-lows we assume that the identifying �elds have been removedand that the table has two types of attributes: (1) the quasi-identifying attributes explained above and (2) the sensitiveattributes (suh as disease) that need to be proteted.In order to protet privay, Sweeney [16℄ proposed the k-Anonymity model, where some of the quasi-identi�er �eldsare suppressed or generalized so that, for eah reord inthe modi�ed table, there are at least k � 1 other reords inthe modi�ed table that are idential to it along the quasi-identifying attributes. For the table in Figure 1(a), Fig-ure 1(b) shows a 2-anonymized table orresponding to it.The olumns orresponding to sensitive attributes, like dis-ease in this example, are retained without hange. The aimis to provide a k-anonymized version of the table with theminimum amount of suppression or generalization of thetable entries. There has been a lot of reent work on k-anonymizing a given database table [3, 12℄. An O(k log k)approximation algorithm was �rst proposed for the problemof k-Anonymity with suppressions only [14℄. This was re-ently improved to an O(k) approximation for the generalversion of the problem [1℄.In this paper, instead of generalization and suppression, wepropose a new tehnique for anonymizing tables before theirrelease. We �rst use the quasi-identifying attributes to de-

�ne a metri spae (i.e., pairwise distanes satisfying the tri-angle inequality) over the database reords, whih are thenviewed as points in this spae. This is similar to the ap-proah taken in [5℄, exept that we do not restrit ourselvesto points inRd; instead, we allow our points to be in an arbi-trary metri spae. We then luster the points and publishonly the �nal luster enters along with some luster sizeand radius information. Our privay requirement is simi-lar to the k-Anonymity framework { we require eah lusterto have at least r points1. Publishing the luster entersinstead of the individual reords, where eah luster repre-sents at least r reords, gives privay to individual reords,but at the same time allows data-mining tools to infer marotrends from the database.In the rest of the paper we will assume that a metri spaehas been de�ned over the reords, using the quasi-identifyingattributes. For this, the quasi-identifying attributes mayneed to be remapped. For example, zip odes ould �rstbe onverted to longitude and latitude oordinates to givea meaningful distane between loations. A ategorial at-tribute, i.e., an attribute that takes n disrete values, anbe represented by n equidistant points in a metri spae.Furthermore, sine the values of di�erent quasi-identifyingattributes may di�er by orders of magnitude, we need toweigh the attributes appropriately while de�ning the dis-tane metri. For example, the attribute loation may havevalues that di�er in orders of 10 miles with a maximum of1000 miles, while the attribute age may di�er by a singleyear with a maximum of 100 years. In this ase we assumethat the attribute loation is divided by 10 and the attributeage retained without hange if both attributes are neededto have the same relative importane in the distane metri.For the example we provide in Figure 1, we assume that thequasi-identifying attributes have already been saled. As wesee above, it is quite ompliated to algorithmially derive ametri spae over quasi-identifying attributes of reords; wedo not pursue it any further in this paper and leave it forfuture work.1We use r instead of k, as k is traditionally used in lusteringto denote the number of lusters.
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radius 10(a) Original points (b) r-gather lustering () r-ellular lusteringFigure 2: Publishing anonymized dataTo publish the lustered database, we publish three types offeatures for eah luster: (1) the quasi-identifying attributevalues for the luster enter (age and loation in our exam-ple), (2) the number of points within the luster, and (3) aset of values taken by the sensitive attributes (disease in ourexample). We'll also publish a measure of the quality of thelusters. This will give a bound on the error introdued bythe lustering.In this paper we onsider two luster-quality measures. The�rst one is the maximum luster radius. For this we de�nethe r-Gather problem, whih aims to minimize the max-imum radius among the lusters, while ensuring that eahluster has at least r members. As an example, r-Gatherlustering with minimum luster size r = 2, applied to thetable in Figure 1(a) gives the table in Figure 1(). In thisexample, the maximum radius over all lusters is 3. As an-other example, Figure 2(b) gives the output of the r-Gatheralgorithm applied to the quasi-identi�ers, shown as pointsin a metri spae in Figure 2(a). Our formulation of the r-Gather problem is related to, but not to be onfused with,the lassi k-Center problem [8℄. The k-Center problemhas the same objetive of minimizing the maximum radiusamong the lusters, however, the onstraint is that we anhave no more than k lusters in total. The r-Gather prob-lem is di�erent from k-Center problem in that instead ofspeifying an upper bound on the number of lusters, wespeify a lower bound on the number of points per lusteras part of the input. It's also worth noting that the on-straint of at least r points per luster implies that we anhave no more than n=r number of lusters, where n is thetotal number of points in our data set.We also onsider a seond (more verbose) andidate for in-diating luster-quality, whereby we publish the radius ofeah luster, rather than just the maximum radius amongall lusters. For eah point within a luster, the radius of theluster gives an upper bound on the distortion error intro-dued. Minimizing this distortion error over all points leadsto the ellular lustering measurement that we introdue inthis paper. More formally, the ellular lustering measure-ment over a set of lusters, is the sum, over all lusters,of the produts of the number of points in the luster andthe radius of the luster. Using this as a measurement foranonymizing tables, we de�ne the r-Cellular Clusteringproblem as follows: Given points in a metri spae, the goalis to partition the points into ells, a.k.a. lusters, eah ofsize at least r, and the ellular lustering measurement isminimized. Consider again the data in Figure 1(a). Fig-ure 1(d) shows a r-ellular luster solution with minimumluster size r = 2. The total ost is 2� 1+3� 3 = 11. Also,

Figure 2() gives the output of the r-Cellular Clusteringalgorithm applied to the quasi-identi�ers shown as points ina metri spae in Figure 2(a). The total ost of the solutionin Figure 2() is: 50� 10+20� 5+8� 3 = 624. As this el-lular lustering objetive ould be relevant even in ontextsother than anonymity, we study a slightly di�erent versionof the problem: similar to the Faility Loation prob-lem [9℄, we add an additional setup ost for eah potentialluster enter, assoiated with opening a luster entered atthat point, but we don't have the lower bound on number ofpoints per luster. We all this the Cellular Clusteringproblem. In fat, we will use the setup osts in the Cellu-lar Clustering problem formulation to help us devise analgorithm that solves r-Cellular Clustering.Comparison with k-Anonymity. While k-Anonymityfores one to suppress or generalize an attribute value evenif all but one of the reords in a luster have the same value,the above lustering-based anonymization tehnique allowsus to pik a luster enter whose value along this attributedimension is the same as the ommon value, thus enablingus to release more information without losing privay. Forexample, onsider the table in Figure 3 with the Hammingdistane metri on the row vetors. If we wanted to ahieve5-Anonymity, we will have to hide all the entries in the table,resulting in a total distortion of 20. On the other hand, a5-Cellular Clustering solution ould use (1; 1; 1; 1) asthe luster enter with a luster radius of 1. This will give atotal distortion bound of 5 (the atual distortion is only 4).Attr1 Attr2 Attr3 Attr4Reord 0 1 1 1 1Reord 1 0 1 1 1Reord 2 1 0 1 1Reord 3 1 1 0 1Reord 4 1 1 1 0Figure 3: A sample table where there is no ommonattribute among all entries.Just like k-Anonymity, r-Gather and r-Cellular Clus-tering is sensitive to outlier points, with just a few outliersapable of inreasing the ost of the lustering signi�antly.To deal with this problem, we generalize the above algo-rithms to allow an � fration of the points to be deletedbefore publiation. By not releasing a small fration of thedatabase reords, we an ensure that the data published foranalysis has less distortion and hene is more useful. Thisan be done as long as our aim is to infer maro trends fromthe published data. On the other hand, if the goal is to �nd



out anomalies, then we should not ignore the outlier points.There has been no previous work for k-Anonymity with thisgeneralization.We note that, as in k-Anonymity, the objetive funtion isoblivious to the sensitive attribute labels. Extensions to thek-Anonymity model, like the notion of l-diversity [13℄, anbe applied independently to our lustering formulation.We provide onstant-fator approximation algorithms forboth the r-Gather and r-Cellular Clustering prob-lems. In partiular, we �rst show that the it is NP-hardto approximate the r-Gather problem better than 2 andprovide a mathing upper bound. We then provide exten-sions of both these algorithms to allow for an � frationof unlustered points, whih we all the (r; �)-Gather and(r; �)-Cellular Clustering, respetively. These are the�rst onstant-fator approximation algorithms for publish-ing an anonymized database. The best known algorithms [1,14℄ for previous problem formulations had an approximationratio linear in the anonymity parameter r.The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, in Se-tion 2, we present a tight 2-approximation algorithm for ther-Gather problem and its extension to the (r; �)-Gatherproblem. In Setion 3, motivated by the desire to redue thesum of the distortions experiened by the points, we intro-due the problem of Cellular Clustering. We present aprimal-dual algorithm for the problem without any luster-size onstraints that ahieves an approximation ratio of 4.We then study the additional onstraint of having a min-imum luster size of r. Finally, we relax the problem byallowing the solution to leave at most an � fration of thepoints unlustered. We onlude in Setion 4.
2. r-GATHER CLUSTERINGTo publish the lustered database, we publish three types offeatures for eah luster: (1) the quasi-identifying attributevalues for the luster enter, (2) the number of points withinthe luster, and (3) a set of values taken by the sensitive at-tributes. The maximum luster radius is also published togive a bound on the error introdued by lustering. Thisis similar to the traditionally studied k-Center lustering.In order to ensure r-Anonymity, we don't restrit the totalnumber of lusters, instead, we pose the alternative restri-tion that eah luster should have at least r reords assignedto it. We all this problem r-Gather, whih we formallyde�ne below.Definition 2.1. The r-Gather problem is to luster npoints in a metri spae into a set of lusters, suh that eahluster has at least r points. The objetive is to minimize themaximum radius among the lusters.We note that the minimum luster size onstraint has beenonsidered earlier in the ontext of faility loation [10℄.We �rst show the redution for NP-ompleteness and hard-ness proofs.

2.1 Lower BoundWe show that this problem is NP -omplete by a redutionfrom the 3-Satis�ability problem, where eah literal belongsto at most 3 lauses [6℄.Suppose that we have a boolean formula F in 3-CNF formwith m lauses and n variables. Let F = C1 ^ : : : ^ Cm,be a formula omposed of variables xi; i = 1 : : : n and theiromplements xi.From the boolean formula, we reate a graph G = (V;E)with the following property: There is a solution to the r-Gather problem with a luster radius of 1, with respet tothe shortest distane metri on the graph G, if and only ifF has a satisfying assignment.We reate the graph as follows: For eah variable xi, reatetwo verties vTi and vFi , and reate an edge (vTi ; vFi ) betweenthe two verties; in addition reate a set Si of (r� 2) nodesand add edges from eah node in Si to both vTi and vFi .Piking vTi (vFi ) as a enter orresponds to setting xi = T(F ). (Note that we annot hoose both vTi and vFi sinethere are not enough nodes in Si.) For eah lause Cj , reatea new node uj that is adjaent to the nodes orrespondingto the literals in the lause. For example, if C1 = (x1 _ x2)then we add edges from u1 to vT1 and vF2 .If the formula is indeed satis�able, then there is a lusteringby piking vTi as a enter if xi = T and piking vFi otherwise.Eah lause is true, and must have a neighbor hosen as aenter. Moreover by assigning Si to the hosen enter, weensure that eah enter has at least r nodes in its luster.Now suppose there is an r-gather lustering. If r > 6 thenboth vTi and vFi annot be hosen as enters. In addition,the lause nodes uj have degree at most 3 and annot behosen as enters. If exatly one of vTi or vFi is hosen as aenter, then we an use this to �nd the satisfying assignment.The assignment is satisfying as eah lause node has someneighbor at distane 1 that is a hosen enter, and makesthe lause true.This ompletes the NP-ompleteness proof. Note that thisredution also gives us a hardness of 2. We just showed thatthere is a solution to the r-Gather problem with a lusterradius of 1 if and only if F had a satisfying assignment. Thenext available luster radius is 2 in the metri de�ned by thegraph G.
2.2 Upper BoundWe �rst use the threshold method used for k-Center lus-tering to guess R, the optimal radius for r-Gather. Thehoies for R are de�ned as follows. We will try all values12dij where dij is the distane between points i and j. Notethat this de�nes a set of O(n2) distane values. We �nd thesmallest R for whih the following two onditions hold:Condition (1) Eah point p in the database should haveat least r � 1 other points within distane 2R of p.Condition (2) Let all nodes be unmarked initially. Con-sider the following proedure: Selet an arbitrary un-marked point p as a enter. Selet all unmarked points



within distane 2R of p (inluding p) to form a lusterand mark these points. Repeat this as long as possi-ble, until all points are marked. Now we try to reassignpoints to lusters to meet the requirement that eahluster has size at least r. This is done as follows. Cre-ate a ow network as follows. Create a soure s andsink t. Let C be the set of enters that were hosen.Add edges with apaity r from s to eah node in C.Add an edge of unit apaity from a node  2 C to anode v 2 V if their distane is at most 2R. Add edgesof unit apaity from nodes in V to t and hek to seeif a ow of value rjCj an be found (saturating all theedges out of s). If so, then we an obtain the lustersby hoosing the nodes to whih r units of ow are sentby a node  2 C. All remaining nodes of V an beassigned to any node of C that is within distane 2R.If no suh ow exists, we exit with failure.The following lemma guarantees that the smallest R thatsatis�es these onditions is a lower bound on the value ofthe optimal solution for r-Gather. Suppose we have anoptimal lustering S1; : : : ; S` with ` lusters. Let the maxi-mum diameter of any of these lusters be d� (de�ned as themaximum distane between any pair of points in the sameluster).Lemma 2.1. When we try R = d�2 , then the above twoonditions are met.Proof. By the de�nition of r-Gather, every point hasat least r� 1 other points within the optimal diameter, andhene within distane 2R. Consider an optimal r-Gatherlustering. For eah point i, all points belonging to the sameoptimal luster  as the point i are within a distane 2R of i.Thus, in the proedure of Condition (2), as soon as any pointin  is seleted to open a new luster, all unmarked pointsbelonging to  get assigned to this new luster. So at mostone point from eah optimal luster is hosen as a enterand forms a new luster. We would now like to argue thatthe reassignment phase works orretly as well. Let S bethe set of hosen enters. Now onsider an optimal solutionwith lusters, eah of size at least r. We an assign eahpoint of a luster to the enter that belongs to that luster,if a enter was hosen in the luster. Otherwise, sine thepoint was marked by the algorithm, some enter was hosenthat is within distane 2R. We an assign this point to theenter that had marked it. Eah hosen enter will have atleast r points assigned to it (inluding itself).Sine we �nd the smallest R, we will ensure that R � d�=2 �R� where R� is the radius of the optimal lustering. Inaddition, our solution has radius 2R. This gives us a 2-approximation.Theorem 2.2. There exists a polynomial time algorithmthat produes a 2-approximation to the r-Gather problem.
2.3 (r; �)-Gather ClusteringA few outlier points an signi�antly inrease the lusteringost under the minimum luster size onstraint. We onsider

a relaxation whereby the lustering solution is allowed toleave an � fration of the points unlustered, i.e., to delete an� fration of points from the published k-anonymized table.Charikar et al. [4℄ studied various faility loation problemswith this relaxation and gave onstant-fator approximationalgorithms for them.For the (r; �)-Gather problem, where eah luster is on-strained to have at least r points and an � fration of thepoints are allowed to remain unlustered, we modify ourr-Gather algorithm to ahieve a 4-approximation. We re-de�ne the ondition to �nd R. We �nd the smallest R thatsatis�es the following ondition: There should be a subsetS of points ontaining at least 1 � � fration of the points,suh that eah point in S has at least r�1 neighbors withindistane 2R in S.This ondition an be heked in O(n2) time by repeatedlyremoving any point in S that has fewer than r � 1 otherpoints in S within distane 2R of itself, with S initiallybeing the entire vertex set. It is lear that the smallest Rwe found is no more than R�, the optimal radius.Let R be the value that we found. Let N(v) denote the setof points in S within distane 2R of v, inluding v itself. Weknow then N(v) � r. We then onsider the following proe-dure: Selet an arbitrary point p from S. If there are at leastr� 1 other points within distane 2R of p, then form a newluster and assign p and all points within distane 2R of p tothis luster. Remove all these points from further onsider-ation and repeat this proess until all remaining points havefewer than r � 1 other points within distane 2R of them.Let U be the set of points left unlustered at the end of thisproess. For eah u 2 U , there exists a point p 2 N(u)suh that p is assigned to some luster  in the proedureof forming lusters. We an see this as follows. Sine u wasleft unassigned at the end of the proedure, there are fewerthan r unassigned points remaining in N(u). This impliesthat there is at least one point p in N(u) whih is alreadyassigned to some luster . We assign u to , whih alreadyhas at least r points.Thus, we have assigned all points to lusters, suh that eahluster has at least r points. Note that the radius of eahluster is no more than 4R. This gives us the followingtheorem.Theorem 2.3. There exists a polynomial time algorithmthat produes a 4-approximation to the (r; �)-Gather prob-lem.We note that in the problem formulation of (r; �)-Gather,if we require the luster enters to be input points, insteadof arbitrary points in the metri, then we an improve theapproximation fator to 3 as follows. In the �ltering step wede�ne \andidates" as the set of points that have at least rpoints within radius R. The total number of points withindistane R of the andidates should ontain at least 1 � �fration of the points. Call this set S. Eah point in S hasat least r � 1 neighbors within distane 2R in S. In theinitial phase we greedily pik lusters of radius R (insteadof 2R) that have at least r points and mark those points



overed. If a point in S is now unovered, it must havea andidate within distane R that was unable to form aluster. This is beause some of the points within distaneR of the andidate were overed in the �rst phase by disksof radius R. Hene eah point in S an reah suh a lusterenter within distane 3R (through the andidate).
2.4 Combiningr-Gather with k-CenterWe an ombine the r-Gather problem with the k-Centerproblem and have the two onstraints present at the sametime. That is, we minimize the maximum radius, with theonstraint that we have no more than k lusters, eah musthave at least r members. We all this the (k; r)-Centerproblem.It is worth mentioning that a similar problem has been stud-ied before in the k-Center literature. That is, instead ofhaving a lower bound r on the luster size as an additionalonstraint to the original k-Center formulation, an upperbound on the luster size is spei�ed. This is alled the Ca-paitated k-Center problem [11℄. Bar-Ilan, Kortsarz, andPeleg [2℄ gave the �rst onstant approximation fator of 10for this problem. The bound was improved subsequently to5 by Khuller and Sussmann [11℄. In this subsetion thoughwe only onentrate on the (k; r)-Center problem de�nedabove.We note here that the algorithm developed for r-Gather inSubsetion 2.2 an be extended to provide a 2-approximationfor the (k; r)-Center problem. We just have to add to Con-dition (2) the extra riteria that if the number of entershosen exeeds k then exit with failure, i.e., try a di�erentvalue for R. We an show that Lemma 2.1 holds for themodi�ed onditions, hene an approximation fator of 2.We also onsider the outlier version of this problem, namely,the (k; r; �)-Center problem.We show that the following algorithm is a 4-approximationalgorithm for the (k; r; �)-Center problem.Fix a guess for the optimal radius R (hoose the smallest Rthat sueeds). For eah suh guess, we apply the followingalgorithm. Let D(v; Æ) be the set of points within distaneÆ of v (inluding v).Algorithm:(Filtering Step) Let S be the set of points v suh thatjD(v; 2R)j � r. Chek to see if jSj � (1��)n, otherwise exitwith failure. From now on we only onsider points in S.(Greedy Step) We now hoose up to k enters. We putthe enters in the set Q. Initially Q is empty. All points areunovered to start with. Let N(v; Æ) be the set of unoveredpoints within distane Æ of v (inluding v itself). Points areeither unovered, or overed. One a point is overed it isremoved from onsideration. At eah step i, we hoose aenter i that satis�es the following riteria:(a) i is unovered.(b) jN(i; 2R)j is maximum.All unovered points in N(i; 4R) are then marked as ov-ered.

After Q is ompletely deided, hek that the total pointsovered is at least (1� �)n, otherwise exit with failure.(Assignment step): Form lusters as follows. For eahi 2 Q, form a luster Ci entered at i. Eah overed pointis assigned to its losest luster enter.For eah i, we denote Gi = N(i; 2R) and Ei = N(i; 4R),whih are unovered points within distane 2R and 4R ofi, when i is hosen.
O1 O2

O3 E1
E2

O1 O2
O3 E1

GiEi Oii G2
1 G1 G11

2Figure 4: Optimal Clusters and the Greedy StepIn Figure 4 we illustrate this algorithm via an example. Let'sstart from the Greedy Step and assume for a moment thatR is indeed the optimal radius just for illustration purposes.Let the optimal solution have lusters O1; : : : ; Ok. In the�gure, we only show luster enters to be piked and omit therest of the points. The left side illustrates the situation whenwe are piking 1. Note that G1 inludes O1 ompletely, andoverlaps with O2. Beause of this, all points in O1 and O2are in E1 and marked overed and annot be hosen as aenter later. Note that E1 in fat will over points in otheroptimal lusters as well. For example, when we hoose 1and over all points in E1, we also over some points inO3. However, we may still pik a remaining point in O3 asthe next luster enter 2, as shown in the right side. Notethat in the Greedy Step, we ompletely ignore the onstraintof r, as we are not forming any lusters but only pikingluster enters. In fat, G2 now ould have fewer than runovered points. The key is that the Gi's are far apart.Hene in the Assignment Step, all the points in D(2; 2R)that were initially overed by E1 will eventually be assignedto the enter 2, giving the whole luster C2 at least r points.Detailed proofs are below.Lemma 2.4. After the assignment step, eah luster formedhas at least r points, and radius at most 4R.Proof. Every time a enter i is seleted, we only overpoints within distane 4R, thus the maximum radius is atmost 4R. In the end, eah point is assigned to its losesthosen enter in Q. Observe that the luster enters aremore than 4R apart. Thus for eah enter i and its orre-sponding luster Ci, all the points within distane 2R of iare assigned to the same luster Ci. By the �ltering step,we know that jCij � jD(i; 2R)j � r.



Lemma 2.5. The optimal solution on set S is the sameas the optimal solution on set V .Proof. This is simply true by the �ltering step, sineevery point in the optimal solution belongs to S.Lemma 2.6. Consider the guess R = d�2 , where d� is themaximum distane between any two points in the same op-timal luster, our algorithm overs no less points than theoptimal solution on set S.Proof. We are going to prove a stronger statement, we'llshow that our algorithm overs no less points than the fol-lowing optimal solution OPT on set S: it has at most klusters, and the maximum distane between any two pointsin the same optimal luster is at most d�, but there isno requirement on the number of points per luster. LetO1; O2; : : : ; Ok denote the set of optimal lusters in OPT .We laim that:jE1 [ : : : [ Ekj � jO1 [ : : : [Okj (1)The proof is by indution on k. The laim is true for k = 1,sine jE1j � jG1j � jO1j. Assume that k > 1. Clearly,k[i=1(E1 \ Oi) � E1:Assume that G1 intersets one of the disks O1; : : : ; Ok (say,O1). Then O1 � E1 and the following inequality is satis�ed.jE1j � jO1j+ kXi=2 jE1 \Oij: (2)The above inequality is satis�ed even if G1 does not intersetany of the disks O1; : : : ; Ok, sine thenk[i=1(E1 \ Oi) [ G1 � E1:Now sine jG1j � maxfjO1j; jO2j; : : : ; jOkjg � jO1j, we havejE1j � jG1j+ kXi=1 jE1 \ Oij � jO1j + kXi=2 jE1 \Oij:In either ase, inequality (2) is satis�ed.Now onsider the (k � 1)-enter problem on the set S �E1. On this set, our algorithm ould have piked the setsE2; E3; : : : ; Ek. Also, for S�E1, it is lear that O2�E1; O3�E1; : : : ; Ok �E1 is a solution, although it is not neessarilyan optimal one. By indution, we know thatjE2 [ : : : [ Ekj � j k[i=2(Oi �E1)j (3)Combining inequalities (2) and (3) proves (1).Combining the above three lemmas we have the followingtheorem.

Theorem 2.7. Our algorithm gives a 4-approximation forthe (k; r; �)-Center problem.
3. CELLULAR CLUSTERINGAs mentioned in the introdution, a seond approah is topublish the radius of eah luster in addition to its enterand the number of points within it. In this ase, for eahpoint within a luster, the radius of the luster gives an up-per bound on the distortion error introdued. The Cellu-lar Clustering problem aims to minimize the overall dis-tortion error, i.e., it partitions the points in a metri spaeinto ells, eah having a ell enter, suh that the sum, overall ells, of the produts of the number of points in the elland the radius of the ell is minimized. We even allow eahpotential luster enter to have a faility (setup) ost f as-soiated with opening a luster entered at . This will laterallow us to solve the problem in the ase when eah lusteris required to have at least r points within it.Definition 3.1. A luster onsists of a enter along witha set of points assigned to it. The radius of the luster isthe maximum distane between a point assigned to the lusterand the luster enter. To open a luster with luster enter and radius r inurs a faility ost f. In addition, eahopen luster inurs a servie ost equal to the number ofpoints in the luster times the luster radius. The sum ofthese two osts is alled the ellular ost of the luster. TheCellular Clustering problem is to partition n points ina metri spae into lusters with the minimum total ellularost.The Cellular Clustering problem is NP-omplete via re-dution from dominating set. We present a primal-dual algo-rithm for the Cellular Clustering problem that ahievesan approximation fator of 3.Let  = (v; d) denote a luster  whose luster enter isthe node v and whose radius is d. By de�nition, the setupost f for a luster  = (v; d) depends only on its enterv; thus f() = f(v). For eah possible hoie of lusterenter and radius  = (v; d), de�ne a variable y, a 0/1indiator of whether or not the luster  is open. There areO(n2) suh variables. For a luster  = (v; d), any pointpi within a distane of d of its enter v is said to be apotential member of the luster . For all potential memberspi of a luster , let xi be a 0/1 indiator of whether or notpoint pi joins luster . Note that the pair (i; ) uniquelyidenti�es an edge between pi and the enter of luster . Werelax the integer program formulation to get the followinglinear program:Minimize: P(Pi xid + fy)Subjet to: P xi � 1 8ixi � y 8i; 0 � xi � 1 8i; 0 � y � 1 8And the dual program is:



Maximize: Pi �iSubjet to: Pi �i � f 8�i � �i � d 8i; �i � 0 8i�i � 0 8i; The above formulation is similar to the approah used forfaility loation [9℄. However, sine the assignment of addi-tional points to lusters inreases the servie ost inurredby existing members of the luster, we need a slightly di�er-ent strategy to form lusters and assign points to lusters.The proedure of raising the dual variables until we �nd afeasible dual solution is idential to the proedure for failityloation given by Jain and Vazirani [9℄. For ompletenesswe present the proedure here. In this proedure, eah pointwill raise its dual variable �i until it is onneted to an openluster.Initially, eah point is unonneted, and its dual variables �iand �i's are set at zero. The algorithm will raise the dualvariable �i for all unonneted points uniformly. For onve-niene, we introdue the notion of time, the dual variablesinrease by 1 per time unit. When �i = d for some edge(i; ), the edge (i; ) is delared to be tight. At this point,the dual variable �i is raised at the uniform rate with therest of the �'s. �i goes towards paying for f.Cluster  is said to be paid for when Pi �i = f. Thealgorithm then heks to see if there are any unonnetedpoints that have a tight edge to . If so, then  is delaredtemporarily open and all unonneted points with a tightedge to  are delared onneted. Cluster  is said to be theonneting witness for eah of these points. Notie that thedual variables �i and �i's for points with tight edges to are no longer growing.We now show how to onstrut a primal solution with ostat most 3 times the value of the dual solution found above.For this, we note the following properties:(1) At any time, the value of �i for all unonneted pointsi is the same. Moreover, this value is no less than thevalue of �j for any onneted point j.(2) One a point has a tight edge to a partiular luster, all unonneted potential members of that luster(i.e., points within a distane d of the luster enterv) have tight edges to it.(3) Examine any temporarily opened luster , and all thepoints that have tight edges to . All points for whih is a onneting witness have the largest � values amongall points.Property (1) follows from the de�nition of our proedure.Property (2) follows from property (1) and the fat that theedge (i; v) beomes tight when the dual variable �i equalsd. Property (3) then follows from (2).We onstrut a primal solution as follows: initially all pointsare unassigned. Order the temporarily open lusters in de-reasing order of radius. Consider the lusters one by one,

we will permanently open a luster  if all points with tightedges to  are still unassigned. One  is open, all pointswith tight edges to  are diretly assigned to . On the otherhand, if the luster  being onsidered has a point i, suhthat i is already assigned elsewhere and i has a tight edgeto , we'll shut down , and onsider the next luster.After all the lusters are onsidered, we might have somepoints still left unassigned. Consider any suh a point i,and onsider the luster 0 that is the onneting witness fori. If i is still unassigned, then 0 was shut down. Theremust exist a point j with tight edges to 0, suh that jwas diretly assigned to some luster , whih has a largerradius ompared to 0. We will have i join , and i beomesindiretly assigned to . Notie that after i joins , the luster may now have a new radius, sine i ould be potentiallymore than d away from . Rename  as Æ instead. Theradius of the new luster Æ an be bounded as follows:Lemma 3.1. For a spei� luster Æ, dÆ � 3d. Reallthat d is the original luster radius of luster  = (v; d).Proof. We inherit the notation of i, j, 0, and Æ asabove. we have: d(i; v) � d(i; v0 ) + d(v0 ; j) + d(j; v) �2d0 + d � 3d.We now bound the ost of the primal solution. Let C be theset of open enters. Some of the points are diretly assigned,and others are indiretly assigned to a luster entered at Æ.We onsider the set of points PÆ assigned to a partiularopen luster Æ.The following lemma gives a bound on the servie ost of allpoints assigned to Æ and three times its faility ost.Lemma 3.2. (Pi2PÆ xiÆdÆ+3fÆyÆ) � 3�Pi2PÆ �i.Proof. Consider the luster Æ to whih point i is indi-retly assigned. By property (3), �i � �j for some j withtight edges to v and �j � d. Combined with Lemma3.1, we have 3�i � 3�j � 3d � xiÆdÆ . Consider thepoint j whih is diretly assigned to Æ, 3�j = 3d + 3�j �3xiÆdÆ+3�jÆ . Sine we only permanently open the lusterÆ when we have all the points with tight edges to v diretlyassigned to Æ, 3Pj �jÆ = 3fÆyÆ .Summing over all open lusters in C gives the bound. Wethus obtain the following theorem. Note that we are atu-ally paying 3 times of the original luster ost for eah of theoriginal luster . And the �nal lusters onstruted haveradius at most 3 times the original lusters. These fats willbeome important for the r-Cellular Clustering prob-lem disussed in Subsetion 3.1.Theorem 3.3. The primal-dual method desribed aboveprodues a 3-approximation solution to the Cellular Clus-tering problem.



3.1 r-Cellular ClusteringWe now extend the above primal-dual algorithm to get anapproximation algorithm for the r-Cellular Clusteringproblem whih has the additional onstraint that eah lus-ter is required to have at least r members. The notation(r; C) is used to denote a solution having a total ost of C,and having at least r members in eah luster.Comparison with prior lustering work. Sine ouralgorithm an be viewed as an extension of faility loation,we briey disuss related results. The faility loation (andk-median) problems have been studied with the minimumluster size onstraint [10℄, as well as in the ontext of leav-ing an � fration of the points unlustered [4℄. Let OPTr bethe optimal faility loation ost with minimum luster sizer. If as stated before (r;C) denotes a solution with minimumluster size r and solution ost C, bi-riteria approximationfor the faility loation problem of (r=2; 5:184OPTr) wasahieved independently by Guha, Meyerson and Munagalaand by Karger and Minko� [7, 10℄. It is not known whetherit is possible to ahieve a one-sided approximation on fa-ility loation ost alone. In ontrast, for the r-CellularClustering problem, we provide an one-sided approxima-tion algorithm, spei�ally we obtain a (r; 36OPTr) solution,where OPTr is the ost of the optimal solution with lustersize at least r,To ahieve this, we �rst study a sharing variant of this prob-lem, where a point is allowed to belong to multiple lusters,thus making it easier to satisfy the minimum luster sizeonstraint. Interestingly, allowing sharing hanges the valueof the optimal solution by at most a onstant fator. Wenote that this observation does not hold for faility loation,where a shared solution might be arbitrarily better than anunshared one. The algorithm onsists of three main steps:1. Augmenting with Setup Costs. Given an instaneof r-Cellular Clustering, we �rst onstrut an instaneof Cellular Clustering as follows: augment the lusterost f of a luster  by r � d. In addition, if a luster = (v; d) has fewer than r points within distane d of itsenter v, this luster is eliminated from the instane. If theoriginal r-Cellular Clustering instane has an optimalsolution with ost OPTr, it is not hard to see that the samesolution works for the Cellular Clustering instane on-struted above with a total ost of at most 2OPTr. Weinvoke the 3-approximation algorithm for Cellular Clus-tering on this new instane to �nd a solution with ost atmost 6OPTr .2. Sharing Points between Clusters. We now desribethe notion of a shared solution for r-Cellular Cluster-ing. In a shared solution, points are allowed to be assignedto multiple lusters, as long as they pay the servie ostfor eah luster they are assigned to. A shared solution isfeasible if all lusters have at least r (potentially shared)members. We modify the solution obtained above to geta feasible shared solution for r-Cellular Clustering asfollows: for eah open luster  with enter P , assign ther losest neighbors of P to  as well, regardless of wherethey are initially assigned. The extra servie ost of at mostr�3d for these r points an be aounted for by the extra 3

times the luster ost of r� d being paid by the open lus-ter  in the Cellular Clustering solution. Thus, we haveobtained an (r; 6OPTr) shared solution for the r-CellularClustering instane.3. Making the Clusters Disjoint. Finally we show howto onvert a shared solution to a valid solution where eahpoint is assigned to only one luster, with only a onstantblowup in ost. We note that for the orresponding failityloation problem, it is not feasible to do this \unsharing"without a large blowup in ost in the worst ase.Initially, all points are labeled unassigned. We onsider thelusters in order of inreasing luster radius d. If a luster has at least r unassigned members, then it is opened andall its unassigned members are assigned to  and labeled as-signed. We stop this proess when all the remaining lustershave fewer than r unassigned members eah. The remaininglusters are alled leftover lusters. We temporarily assigneah of the unassigned points arbitrarily to one of the left-over lusters it belongs to. Sine eah luster had at leastr members in the shared solution, eah leftover luster 0must have a member in the shared solution, whih is nowassigned to an open luster o, s.t. d0 � do. We thus havethe situation illustrated in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Strutures of open and leftover lustersThe points are organized in a forest struture, where eahtree has two \levels". We an regroup points into lusters,on a per tree basis. It is obvious that eah tree has at leastr points, sine it ontains at least one open luster o. Wefurther simplify the struture into a true two-level strutureas in Figure 5, by ollapsing eah leftover luster into a singlenode with weight equal to the number of points temporarilyassigned to it. Nodes in the �rst level of the tree have weight1. We apply the following greedy grouping proedure: �rstonsider only the nodes at the seond level of the tree andollet nodes until the total weight exeeds r for the �rsttime. We group these nodes (belonging to leftover lusters)into a luster, and repeat the proess. Notie that sinewe did not touh the �rst-level nodes, the total weight ofremaining nodes in the tree is at least r. If the total weightof remaining nodes in the seond level, Ws, is less than r,then we extend the grouping into the �rst level nodes. Letm denote the total weight of nodes in the �rst level. IfWs +m � 2r, then we group the nodes in the seond levelwith r � Ws �rst level nodes together into a luster; theremaining nodes in the �rst level form a luster. Otherwise,all the remaining nodes (both the �rst and seond level) are



grouped into a luster. If we break up the tree using theproedure above, eah resulting luster has size at least r.Lemma 3.4. For a luster that ontains any seond-levelnodes, the total number of points in the luster is no morethan 2r � 1.Proof. Sine a single seond-level node has weight lessthan r, a luster ontaining only seond-level nodes has atmost 2r � 1 members. If the luster ontains both the �rstand seond-level nodes, then we must have reahed the asewhere the total weight of remaining nodes in the seond levelis less than r. In that ase, by de�nition, the luster formedontaining these seond-level nodes has size either r or lessthan 2r � 1.There ould be a luster that only ontains the �rst levelnodes, and its entire ost (both the servie and luster ost)an be aounted for by its ost in the original (r; 6OPTr)shared solution. We now bound the ost of lusters ontain-ing the seond-level nodes.Lemma 3.5. For eah luster  formed that ontains se-ond level nodes, there exists a leftover luster 0 unique to ,suh that the following holds: let p be the enter of the initialopen luster o at the �rst level, if we enter the luster  atp, then the radius of luster , d � 3d0 .Proof. Among all the leftover lusters that ontributedto , let 0 be the one with the maximum radius. By de�-nition, all nodes assigned to a leftover luster get assignedto a single luster, guaranteeing the uniqueness of 0. Letdo be the radius of the open luster at level 1 of this tree.Consider a point q 2 . If q is a �rst-level node, thend(q; p) � do � d0 . If q is a seond-level node, then let 00be the leftover luster that q was assigned to, then d(q; p) �2d00 + do � 3d0 .The above lemma implies that by hoosing p as the lusterenter, the servie ost of eah point in  is no more than3d0 and the total faility ost inurred within our solutionis no more than that of the shared solution. Together withLemma 3.4, we onlude that the servie ost of points in is no more than 6r�d0 . Notie that in the shared solution,points in luster 0 are paying a total servie ost of at leastr � d0 . We thus have the following theorem.Theorem 3.6. The above proedure produes a solutionwith minimum luster size r and total ost no more than36OPTr, i.e., a (r; 36OPTr) solution, where OPTr is thevalue of the optimal solution with a minimum luster size ofr.We note that the above algorithm and analysis an be om-bined with the tehnique developed in [4℄ to give an onstantapproximation to the (r; �)-Cellular Clustering prob-lem. The above algorithm an also be adapted to provide

a onstant-fator approximation for the problem where thediameter of any luster is not allowed to exeed a ertainpre-spei�ed threshold. Details are deferred to the full ver-sion of the paper.
4. CONCLUSIONSPublishing data about individuals without revealing sensi-tive information is an important problem. The notion ofprivay alled k-Anonymity has attrated a lot of researhattention reently. In a k-anonymized database, values ofquasi-identifying attributes are suppressed or generalized sothat for eah reord there are at least k � 1 reords inthe modi�ed table that have exatly the same values forthe quasi-identi�ers. However, the performane of the bestknown approximation algorithms for k-Anonymity dependslinearly on the anonymity parameter k. In this paper, weintrodued lustering as a tehnique to anonymize quasi-identi�ers before publishing them. We studied r-Gatheras well as a newly introdued lustering metri alled r-Cellular Clustering and provided the �rst onstant-fator approximation algorithms for publishing an anony-mized database table. Moreover, we generalized these algo-rithms to allow an � fration of points to remain unlustered.
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